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PREFACE

In the pest half ,,aelatirv ast To homers have provided mankind with a new view of die
!,:.11111psvs
NW !Wilke of infinity in(1 eternity that beggar the imagination,
Particularb, , in the past decade, N AM's otbiling sii:cciith ati well as groond-hased
,istrovonly have brought io flIall'!s anvil tinn hodycniv hodivs. siollruCk. ()I L'ilervy. stellar and
galactic phenoniew. ;hoot the lid lure of whieh the %Vol- 'S ',;(101 ish, cm) only surnike.

Loicai., a, h.,se
asnonoricts look to
I Spa
telescope to provide improved understanding of Mese phenomena is \veil as
he ne
secrts of the cosmos vlueli they ex pect it to 1111VeiL 'this instrument, which can ohseive
obiecis
to 30 to I (R) t Mies lain ter thai l those accessible to I ic' most powerful Varth-based
telescopes using similar tec lung nes, %yin extend the use of varims astronomical methods to
inuch greater distances. It is not impossible tha t observations wit h this telescope will provide
glimpses of sOrne (1 the earliest galaxies which were formed, tiid there is a rcic(er
possibility that it will tell us something about the edge of the universe.

rho rese relies or the past 10 years, plus the possibility
more fundamental
discoveries in the nest decade, are fascinating laymen and firing the imagination of you lb.
NASA's inquiries tutu pith1 I interest in the space program show that a major source of such
interest is siehla' 1 nI p alHet iv astronomy. NASA's enabling Act, the Space Act of I 958, lists

a primary purpose or NASA, "the expansion of !Hunan knowledge of phenomena in the
atmosphere and spaco": the Act requires of NASA that "it provide for the widest
practicable and appropriate dissemination of in formation co leaning its activities and the
results of those aet

In the light of th

IlIOVe, NASA is pu Wishing for science teachers, particularly teachers
secondary se hood eluern istry , physics, and Earth science., the following four booklets
ared by the American Ast ro nom ical Society ( A AS) With the coopera(ion of NASA:
The Superuo
/I S Whit Spec taely , by 1)r, W. C. Straka, Department
Jackson State University, Jackson, Mississippi

f Physics,

nur Gaktvi. by Dr. Kenneth C.

irugalactie :istr(!1101,11',
Dopiirt went of Astronomy,
Virginia
.

Jacobs,

University of

Virginia, Charlottesville,

Chemistry Beilvecn tlie StarsRichard II. Gam!
Astronomy Observatory, Marlottesville, Virginia

Irt ..1.vi1onrwil' by Dr, Paul A. J3iaimcli aid, Fhieoret i
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

N tioria I lud io

I

Studies Group,

The Natkinal Science Foundation has co( perated in this project by funding for the
AAS a fligh School Astronomy Education Workshop in June 1974 at the University of
Richmond in order to give the manuscripts a thorough pedagogic review in terms of
curricular relevance and classroom use. The resulting publications provide exciting accounts

of recent discoveries in the cosmos, and of the nature of the scientific thought and
techniques by which scientists are trying to understand these discoveries.
UI
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INTRODUCTION

We live on the third planet tof nine) orbiting our Sun in the solar system. The Sun is a
rather ordinary star residing near the periphery of a gigantic system or 100 billion stars
which we call our Milky Way Galaxy. Outside OM Galaxy lies the rest of the universe,
populated with multitudes or galaxies and other strange denizens; this is the arena wit h
which the young field ,r eV tragalartic astron(quy concerns itsclf.

This single-topic brochure is For high school teachers of physical sc
Using it,
they may introduce their students to a vital area or modern astronomy. Our goal is to
provkle a sense of -what has been found out there- by extragalactic astronomers. Tile
material is presented in three parts. Section II provides the fundamental content of'
extragalactic astronomy. In Section III, modern discoveries arc delineated in greater derail,
while Section IV summarizes the earlier discussions within the structure of the Big-Bwig
TIteory of evolution. Each of the three sections is Followed by Student Exercises (activities,
laboratory projects, a nd q uest ions-and-answers).

The unit closes with a Glossary which explains tit familiar terms used in the text and a
collection of Teacher Aids (literature references and audiovisual materials for utilization in
further study).
Kenneth Charles James

Ii
FUNDAMENTALS OF EXTRAGALACTIC ASTRON IVIY

A.

The Milky Way Galaxy

:istrononly is the study of everything itside ow own Milky Way Gahmy,
Before going beyond it, Imwever, we should first prepare ourselves by understanding
thoroughly our own Galaxy. It may surprise vou to learn that it was not -discovered- until
abou( 1930 A.D.

In a dark, clear, night sky, three ite ins are always evident to the unaided human eye:
I several unblinking //kiwis of Mir solar sysiem (and often our Moon, but never Neptune
nor Plutor. (2.) about 3000 twinkling stars; and (3) a dim, irregular band or light arching
from horizon to horizon called the Milky Way. Around 425 BC., the Greek philosopher
Democritus conjectured that the Milky Way consisted of multitudes of faint stars so densely
crowded together as to appear as a luminous band. It was not until 1609 A. 0 however,
that this guess was verified by Ow Italian, Galileo Galilei, using one of the earliest optical
telescopes. llis telescope revealed millions upon millions of stars surrounding our Sun, with
the greatest concentration in the direction of thc Milky V'fiy.
(

ln the centuries that followed men speculated upon the physical nature of the Milky
Way. Some astronomers even used telescopes to count the numbers of stars visible in
different directions in the night sky. By 1922, it was believed that our Sun resided at the
center of a tremendous, flattened (disk-like) system of stars which appeared on the sky as
the band of the Milky Way. Sonic scientists even believed that this star system filled the
entire universe!

Soon thereafter, however, this_conecption of the Milky Way Galaxy was shown to be
erroneous the Sun is not ut the center 01. the Galaxy, and the Galaxy does not fill all space.
Already in 1917 it had been demonstrated that globular clusters (each a dense cluster of
about 500 000 stars) are scattered throughout a spherical volume, with the Sun near one
edge and the center or the Galaxy about 30 000 light-years distant toward the constellation
Sagittarius. (One light-year is the, distance traveled by a light ray in one year at a speed of
300 000 km per second
about 10 trillion km.) In 1927, studies of the !notions of bright
stars indicated that our Galaxy of stars rotates about the same center in Sagittarius. And, in
1930. it was further determined that inlerstellar dust pervades the galactic plane, obscuring
distant stars and parts or the Milky Way such that the galactic center is hidden from view
and the erroneous impression is created that the Earth lies at the center of the star system.
While the demiled structure of our Galaxy continues to be deciphered today (especially
warclengths), it is possible to present a general picture,-as shown in figure
About
WO globular clusters (G) are in the Julio (H) spanning 100 000 light-years, Most of the 100
billion stars or the Galaxy define the rotating galactic disk (D) ;Ind the bulge (B), with the
dense stellar nucleus (N) at the galactic center. Bright, young stars arc found in the spina
arms (SA) in the Central plane of the disk, and our Sun (0) lies 30 000 light-years from the
center near a spiral arm.

.10
3

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

Figu

An analogy will assist us in understand ing the extent of our Galaxy. I magint that the
Sun is reduced to the size of a basketball. On this scale, the Earth is a 1313 pellet 30 meters
from the basketball, and the solar system has a diameter of 3 km. The nearest star is another
basketbidl 8000 km away.
imagMe 100 billion basketballs scattered ill similar
separations in a disk 200 million km a loss, am., you liave a model of our Galaxy reduced in
scale by .5 billion times!
B.

The Nebulae Are Galaxies

The universe outside our Milky Way Galaxy is pop ulated by nlany billions of
Er,ich galzixy is a well defined system of billions of stars, held together (like our Gaizixy) by
the attractive gravitational f'orces of iill the component stars, The typical distance separating
neighboring, large galaxies is about 3 million light-yezirs, so that to(lity we "see" these

galaxies by light which iictually left them millions of years ago, To visuzilize the rather
crowded distribution of galaxies in space, consider this: large galaxies are spaced by about
30 times their Own diameters, so a useful scale model is to imagine billions of dinner plates
strewn 10 meters apart in all three .dimensions. The mind-boggling picture, showing our
enormous Galaxy to be but one of many similar systems, became clear only after December
.30,

1924. On that. date (which many consider the birthdate of modern e(tragalactic

astronomy), the Americim astronorner, Edwin P. Hubble, announced the first proof that the
nehukw are actually other galaxies beyond the confines of our Galaxy. Let us recount the
story of the events leading to Hubble's discovery,
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HiNil(/
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111.21)1.11;ic :unong 1110
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1

"lis.e(1 stars.- Willi the invention oldie optical telescope

I NM A ,1),), largo maul iors 01"

nebulae berm, to) be discovered iind cataloged. liy I 755 , so niany had hoen found II lat I he
,( Allan philosopher, liniummel
15oldly speeillat etl t hal they 1el'I-l1 -island universes"
IIIKL ()ti r
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his search tor umie,f,s,
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esainple, the nearby ,i/larr)/)/('(/(/
k called N1.3 ). Thereafter, die lkis (if nebulae ,,irew
rapidly. and. in 18o-I, the 61/0,,ohil
Vo/irdlie appeared, eontaim no. 07t) ohjects.
Another famous list, the N'cii Gcncnd 611,i/owl(' , tUllllIdLLl 7S-I0 nebulae in I SN8 tin it,
NI3 I is denoted its NG( 224). Ry NO8., niore t Ilan 15 MO nebulae appeared in the
( 'quilt yvto on which 0 typical nebula is if esig mood. tor evaniple, as IC 3 10),
1

the 20111 century, large optiea I I elcseo pus had revealed that some of th( nehulac ;ire
glohu lar ohistersi in our ( ;alavy.
sc,ence of spcdru(copr showed

(far (
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I nth century, hiulwe
1,,atio word nor4 nieun log "new S111C ) were observed ill some or ow

(plund of the

mysterious ochulue, siiwv s,..verdi or (how -evIoding stars are seen each year in our
Galaxy, it was argued that the nebulae a re s tar system Si ike our Um laxy, By I 918, t he great
15:.!,--eni and 254-cm optical telescopes had heen erected on idoun I Vilson in California, LIIld
FlIw111 P. I [Ohio used them to ta
latc! 1i-resolution photographs of the nebulae rv13 and
N133
photographs whic:h ',Rived. these- nebulae to be immense star systems. The pwzle,
yr, still lacked one p ice('
au, lies ram .eN Ii lhe Ilehu be: it was o question of vbether
the nebulae lie within our GalaNy or far beyond il, hi ul5blo resolved the problem in 1924 by
photographically klentifying Ceplichl ratid)h., show (see below) ill N13 I aid showing that the
I

in Andromeda resides millions of 142111-years beyoul our Galaxy. In 1(.1(1iLioll,
hetwan 1924 and 1036, Hubble use-(1 the 1,54-cm telescope to count the numbers of
galaNy

nebulae in different parts of the sky, l'he nebulae occurred every where eAcem altiag ale
hand y)1 the Milky Writ', as would be exipt2Cted rOr d vadat galaNies beyond the dust y
obscurity of our galactic dist( lie to rutted this area "the =one apohlole -

A Cepheid variable star is a very bright, giant star which rhy thin wally pulsates in but h
size and brightness. The name tlerivos Iron I hiL lirsi or its typo round Delta Cepliei, The
brightness variations are cyclic, with the pattern repeating itself in a t line called the period.
While the period may have an y ,va tu e from a few days to about I 00 clays. each ('eplie id has a
well-defined period and avi..2rage brightness, Henrietta Leavitt a t the Harvard College
Observatory studied the Cepheid s in 1 lie SIi ia/I u
co ir Cloud (a sal all Kliellite galax y
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glatits with 10 trillion stars to dm a':is with only I bill ion Proecedi ug toward the right, we
find the kulluntars, Or SO gahvies, which look Mie very flat ellipticals with pointed edges
(or, perhaps, spirals seen edgeon). The next broad class is the s/nraf gata.vics; they appear as
giant pinwheels of lig; usually with a lurnincms central region and piia1ains trailing away
o both sides of the center. Normal spirals are designated by the Letter S, followed by a, b,
or c as the central region becomes less conspicious with respect to the arms. (Our Galaxy is
believed to be an Sb spiral galaxy; see fig. I.) If the central region appears as an elongated
bar of light, we call the galaxy a barred yiral; here the symbol used is Sb, folkmed by a, b,
as the arms become less circular and more patchy. (A spiral galaxy is a very tla t star
systeni so that its visual appearance changes drastically when we rotate i t from a face-on
view, seen front above, to an edge-en view, seen front the side.) Finally, on the far right are
the irregulars (with the symbol Irr); these consist of galaxies which appear too chaotic to be
included in any of the preceding categories. (We will learn subsequently iii this publication
that unusual and violent events are taking place in some galaxies_ When a galaxy shows

visible signs of such peculiarities as optical jets, a super-bright micleus, lundnous "tail,"
evidence of an explosion, etc., it is termed/wit/far and given the symbol Fee.)
lt is a cornmon mistake to regard the Ilubble Tuning Fork Diagram (fig. ) as an "age
progression" or "evolutionary sequence." Some renowned astronomers have suggested that
galaxies age and evolve through the sequence E SO
irr, while others have proposed
MSC the opposite ordering. Today, we are only certain that we do
kmne: hence, the
safest path for the reader is to regard figure 2 only as a memory aid."
Figure 3 presents a montage of four photographs or typical galax ies. It should assist you
recognizing the different classes of galaxies. Photograph A (Yerkes Observatory, tipper
lef t) is the F5 elliptical galaxy NGC 4621, which is also a Messier object (M59). Photograph
B (1Iale Observatories, upper right) contains an edge-on view or the Sb (?) spiral NGC 891, C
(Hale Observatories, lower left), a face-on view or the Sc spiral NGC 628 (I1174); and D (hale
Observatories, lower right), the SBb hiirred spiral NGC I 300.
in

D.

Clusters of Galaxies in Space

Already in the latter half of the l 9th century, it was known that the nebulae outside
the band of the Milky Way appeared clumped on the sky, Today, we reeogniie that KakIxies
arc not nuaormtv scattered iu space; instead they tend to reside in ,ercm/is and huge elasters,
sonic containing as many as hO 000 member galaxies. The term, field ,L;uktv,v, is used to
describe a galaxy which does not seem to belong to any recognizable cluster.
Since the average separation between galaxies in the universe is 3 million light-years,

the galaxies in it cluster must be more densely packed together
with spacings of only
about SOO OW light-years (or even less). In our "dinner-plate model," the erowded situation
in a cluster of galaxies nmy be represented by a three-diniensional grouping of dinner-plates
scattered 2 lin apart.

Our Galaxy belongs to a small group of about 20 galaxies called the Local Group. M
of the members are dwarf galaxies, with the three dominant giant spiral =milers: (1) our
Galaxy, (2) the Sh Andromeda galaxy (NG(' 224 or NI31, about 2,2 million light-years
distant), and (3) the Se spiral (NIGC 598= M33 in the constelltition Trianguluin a al slightly
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Figur

smaller than t he Sb Andronioda galaxy). The nearest arge cluster of galaxies is [he
000-nioin ber Virgo Cluster (in the constellation Virgo, about 40 million light-years ziway).
Other wdl-known rich clusters aro Coma, Corona Borealis, and the I lercules Cluster whose
center is shown in figure 4- (I laic Observatories, 508-ein telescope pho(ograph ).

It

recently heel) conjectured that clusters of galaxies inay aggregate into
IperchMers
that is, clusters or dusters. This idea is still unproven; indeed,
lh e clusters lpear to he unifima1v scat tered on the sky. On the t!
hand the most recent
resulis seen) to indicate cluNtering MI every Acak', from two-gnlaxy associat ions lo the entire
universe of galaxies! We still amiii the limn verdict.
has
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Figure 4

Hubble's Law of the Redshifts
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vacuum at the speed ui light
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300 000 kin per s). The color is equivalent to the

which is the distance between successive "crests" of the wave. In general, the
light emitted with wavelength
by a luminous body (such as a galaxy will be onserrea
on hart h to have the different wavelength, Nob, upon arrival. When X,, is greater than Ae ,
the observer regards the bat to be redder than was emitted, and he defines the redshili
,

as:
ob

When Xot, iS less tlju,j
are zero when Xut,

Xi.

,

XL. In

)1Xo

e say that t he light is hti

/

redshift and Nueshift

.

At first glance, it would seem difficult to shift the color (wavelength
f
However, in 1842, the Austrian mathematician, Christian Doppler, noted that wavelengths
are altered when a wave source and an observer are in relatire !notion along Me line joining
them. Today, we call this the Doppler Ofeet. When a light source recedes from the observer

at the speed r, the lieht waves appear "stretched out'' to the observer, and the light is
Doppler redshifted by the amount:

(This formula is accurate only when r
.11 smallo
For example, sped rosco ic
studies of the light from a nearby star migh t indicat e
0.001; we then say based upon
the Doppler interpretation of this red shift
that the star is m ovine, away Iron) us at
1/1000th the speed of light, or 300 km per s.

The third ingredient in Ilubblc's law is t he (' aga lac tic a/Q(1 UV scale. How can one
accurately and convincingly determine distances of millions and billions of light-years?
Extragalactic astronomers utilize standard-coalk distaices which
disregarding the
practical complexities and uncertainties involved are conceptually rather simple. Suppose
that all Sh galaxies have the same intrinsic hrighlness that is, they are "standard candles"
(like 100-watt light bulbs). Then, the dim mer an Sb galaxy appears on the sky, the farther
away it is. In fact. the apparent brightness is inPersely proportinnal tr.) the tpwre
distance. Once we have calibrated the actual distance tO One Sb galaxy (as Hubble did for
the Andromeda galaxy using Cepheid variables, as shown above), the distance to every other

recognizable SI) galaxy follows im mediately from its relative apparent brightness. (For
example, an Sb which appears nine times dimmer than N131 would be three times more
distant, or a distance of 6.6 million light-years.) We can now appreciate the historical
development of I lubble's law.
Between 1912 and 1925, spectroscopic studies at the Lowell Observatory revealed 40
nearby galaxies whose light exhibited redshifts; these coukl be interpreted as motions away
from us. Hubble observed these galaxies, compared the apparent brightnesses of their
brightest observable stars, and deduced distances to them. 13y I 929, he had shown that the

redshilts were proportional to the distances, announced his Law of the Redshifts,

and

proclaimed the concept of the expantling universe. The measurements were then pushed to
ever greater distances (where individual stars couhl not be seen and entire galaxies became
standard candles), so that, by 1936, Ilubble's law had been verified ot it to a distance or
one-half billion light-years. Further progress had t ) await the confpletion of the 508-cm

lo
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optical telescope at Mount Palomar fl Caliknnia, and the redshi ft program resumed in 195
Foday, we know dun Hubble's law hokls to the largest galact ic redshilt measured.
046
(for the waif? wi(lxy 3C 295, see Subseetkm
below). corresponding to recession at
bout half the speed of ligllt at a distallCV Of approximately 6 billion light-years.

A useful comput. .niu al to nnuLit ion of Iluhhle's !isv may he writt-i

lid
where r is IliC rsi onal speLl (kin per s) and d is the d istanee I niil lion light-years) of a
galaxy. Flie symbol relating them is the famous lInhble cotstant r, II, which has (he value: /I
20 (kin per s) per I mil lion light-years). For example, a gahxy at time distance or the center
Of the Virgo Cluster d -= 40 million light-years is inoving away from us at the speed r
20 X 40 = 800 kin per s.
F.

Modern Disecwgries Surnmarized

The first half or the 2011 i century saw the birth of cx tragai:ic tie astronomy and the
realization that its are 113 k the expanding universe or moiii
of clusters of galaxies. Th is
was accomplished by ohserva lions or visible light arriving at the Forth's surrace, The modern
era of extragalactic astrounny may he dated from 111t: end of World War II. when advanced
technology opened new observing "sovindows" to die universe; ( ) the inf rared and raain
windows through (he Forth's a tinosphe le, a Ild ( 2) the al trarioh and X-ray wind ows l'rorn
spacecraft above the at mospliere,

The varieties of elerm Bawler:1r radhillou should be clearly understood before WO
proceed, rhe waveleng tit, X, or light was ment io tied in Subsection 11,F. rivihte high t is one
example of electromagnetic radiation, with characteristic wavelengths in the range X
4000 A tIolue) to 7000 A (red I IA is the abbreviation for Aligstri)m, a unit of length
equalling I 100 000 000th cm, There iire 20 000 wzwelengths of green light in (1ne cm.)
lamger wavelengths or electromagnetic radiation are termed: ( ) infrared for X 7000 A to
0,01 all, a nd ( 2) radio (or In irroteare) lot lo nger t han 0.01 am Shorier wave kng Its
100 A to4000 A,(2) Y-ray ror X =IA to 100 A,aod
correspond to: ( I) ultra iolet for X

(3) gamma ray for ls shorter than I A, Astronomical observations from the surface of the
Earth Ore severely limited hy our atmosphere wh ich is opaque to all electromagne tic
radiations except visiNe light, sotne infrared (A t 7000 A to 000 1 cm), and radio waves (N =
0.1 cm to about 50 in).

With new 1 ools and .winclows" available, the way was pave 1 For several signilicant
discoveries during the last quarter ventury, 1.0 us rialV disvuss I lw Following: ( )
ext ragalac I ic radio sou rCeSt (2) exploding galaxies, (3) the quasars. (4) cosmic microwave
background radiation, and (5) extragalactic K-ray sources.

The American, Karl G. .1 nnsky, oPened Mir "radio window" on the universe in 1931-2
when he &Noted radio waves coining to the Falb Iroin the Milky Way, 11e did this with a
a sophisticated Version of your own home
large antenna and very sensiti ve radio receiver
radio set. Large radio telescopes were constructed after World War II, and, in 1946. the rirst
Cygnus A in the constellation Cygnus. A nullo
extragalactic radio source was d iscovered
source is a localized region of the sk y from which radio waves aro ohserved to come, 13y t he

late I 95 O's, many such radio sources were known. ,ind some were found to he cd I d by
giant elliptical gala \
the so-called radio gal,Ixics. In the I% O's, others were associated
with
galaNies and quasars see below). (Radio sources are considered further in
Sub sect ion !ILA.)

I:rtii ui p esentati(
lar. you might think that all galaXies are fliajestiL star
euiis. with some gas and dust in them. quietly pursuing their existences in pace. Indeed.
n riu,t ast ronomers thought the same until quite recently. In 043, however, Carl K. Seyfert
(pronounced
-rut-) discovered some spiral galaxies the Scyferr gataxic.s. with small.
bright nuclei (centers) front which gas elouds stream at expansion speeds around 1000 km
per s. Additional evidence for galactic -violence- came in 1q6 I, when the irregular galaxy
N182 was telescopically photno.raphed and its core was found to have undergone a titanic
explosion a Million years ago! The enormous energy output of- the numerous radio gakixies
and qUaSars (sve below) ako attests to (he fact that "activity" and -violence" characterize
our universe. ( For additional details. see Subsection 111.13.1

Perhaps the strangest discovery was that of the qvasi-slellar ninects (popularly termed
cnius4r5 ; proimunced -kway-tars-) in the early 19(10's. On )hotographs faken at telescopes

(it iasars look like stars, but their light k incredihly redshilted. Hence, it' they abide by
Hubble's law, quasars must he billions of light-years distant and much brighter than the
brightest known galaxy. Moreover. many or thcmfluermile nr brightness with time-scales
less than a year, so that their intrinsic si:e R Iess INV! a liglu-vear (as shown in Subsection
Ouasars are the most controversial extragalactic objects in astronomy today, but
many aStrtmomers are beginning to helieve that they inay represent the overwhelmingly
active nuclei of giant elliptical galaxies.

A less strange, but no less

ctacular, observation occurred in 106 5 when weak
microwave radiation (at cm wavelengths) was detected and round to he impinging upon the
Earth uniformly from all directions. Today. many careful observations later, it is generally
agreed that this cHsmic miclu wore background rudianon is the feeble remnant of the
primeval fireball, the fiery holocaust which marked the heginning of our universe. This is
not surprising, based upon the observed expansion or (he universe
law). In the
past. galaxies were closer together and the universe was denser, and, in the ultimate past, the
the universe WaS so dense and hot as to be aptly called a "holocaust" or
"fireball,- (See Subsection 111.1).1
beginn inv.,

Finally, we recall that K-rays cannot pet etrate the Earth's atmosphere, so that X-ray
astronomy is dependent upon spaeeeraft. Ex traQahulic sources of ,V-rudiation were first
detected in the early I 9 7 O's by orhi ling NASA satellites. Such X-ray sources were soon
&term hied to be of t wo kinds: (I I point oureec associa led with "energetic" objects such as
railio galaxies, Seyfert galaxies, and quasars, and ( a.nributell srntrees Occurring in large,

rich clusters of gala\ ie. Tho latter have diameters of several million light-years, and the
N-radia lion appears to conic From eNtrerudy hot gos filling the clusters. It is not yet known
whet her this gas is heated by "erupting" galaxies in the clusters or simply -stirred up" by
the orbital Inc nions of the gala Nies composing the clusters. (See Subsection III.F.)
W

' then that the contents of our universe are coin plex both in terms or spatial

tructuro and temporal evolution. Indeed, the universe itself is an aelive and dynamic entity.
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BASIC EXERCISES FOR STUDE TS

ragalaeli ' :1stmolly have been spelled out in Sect ion II. The
l'ollowing class aetivities tind exercises in my be used by the tt. i cher to augment and verify
student grasp of the material,
The ./

-/

Class Activities:

On zi dark, Iear night, locate and study the Milky Way with your eyes, klentity the
center of our Galaxy in the constellation Szigittarius. (The 1 ilky Way p:isses overhead in
summer and winter. In northern latitudes. Sagit taritu; is visible only in June, near the
southern horizon.)

In mid-winter, those in n wthern latitudes can visually fiml tIle A nil roncda galaxy in the
constellation Andromeda, Study this g:ilaxy with ti good pair of binoculars. If you live in

the southern hemisphere, do the same for the illagellanie Clouds. (Prepare yourself
beforehand by learning the configurations of the constellations near each object;
consult, for example, The .Vortan Sun I ils, )

to several astronomy txIs to learn about the Local Gro a" the galaxies. Then,
with cardboard or styrofoam, construct a three-dirnensional model of the Local Group
scale where I cm represents 10 000 light-years.
4.

Do sonic outside reading on Speelrscopi, and write a report -on "Die Astronomical
Applications of Spectroscopy." (One or mOre Stlikak might also give presentations to
the class on this important topic.)

5.

Students ean learn to classile galaxies with the aid of u small magnifying glass amid
Palomar Sky Survey photographs of the constellation Virgo (or even figure 4). Record
the relative numbers of elliptical tind Dil ii gtilaxies identified on each print. (You might
borrow the prints, or purchase them from the Caltech Bookstore, Pasadena, California
91109. See "All-Wetither Ohserving: Student Use ot Paloinar Sky Survey Prints" by
Dona t G. \Ventzel in .1/ereurr, No. 2, pp. 13, January/February 1973.)
Tetieh the students to graph linear equations, and, then, set them th t ask of graphing
Hu/O/c's/awl, lid, with suitably labelled axes.

7.

Verily the 'inverse square law
brightness in a cIarkeied t'uoni with a novable light
bulb. From a fixed point, measure the distance to the light with a meter stick and the
brightness with a light meter (such as is used in photography). The quantity (brightness)
X (distance)2 should remain constant for all positions or the light bulb.

Demonstrate the Doppler Efleul with an automobile and a portable tape recorder.
Record the sound of the auto horn as the car approaches and passes the tape recorder at
several different speeds, Shiee shorter wtwelengtlis sound higher-pitched in frequency,
your students should be able to recognize the car approaching, passing, and receding
;IS well ZIS ItS relative Speed. Determine also if they can identify the horn "redshifted"?
"blueshifted"?
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Questions With Answers:

(11: Why was extragalactic astronomy impossible before 1600 A.D.?

Al: Telescopes were not invented until then. The naked human eye can barely discern the
Andromeda galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds, but no other extragalactic objects.

Q2: Is a light-year a year with only 364 days?
A2: No, it is the distance light travels in a vacuun in one year
Qa Desc ibe the structure of the Andromeda galaxy.

AZ Simply consult figure

I ,

as the Sb Andromeda galaxy is very similar to our o

Galaxy.

04: Where and

.

hat is the "zone of avoidance?"

A4: It is the band of the Milky Way on the sky. Galaxies seem to avoit
dust in our galactic plane obscures distant galaxies.

his lam

ince

05: Who -was the most famous extragalactic :stronomer of the early 2
"father ot _.-xtragilac tic astronomy"?

tury

the

A5: Edwin P.

bble.

06: Draw the Hobble Ttaziap, Fork Diagrani and name at

le

t Jn'e lifterent types

galaxies; do all of this From memory.

A6: See figure 2 and Subsection II:C. Some types

a
giant ellipticals,, dwarf ellipticals,
lenticulars (SO), normal spirals, barred spirals, irregulars, and peculiars,

07: What practical impediment is there to carrying on two
intelligent beings living in the Andromeda galaxy'?

y radio conununications with

A7: Each two-way conversation requires 4.4 millkm years to complhe no intelligent beings residing in that galaxy!)

(Also, there may

013: How would you recognize a quasar'?
AS: It is star-like on a photograph and is enormously elshilted. Its apparent brightness
might also vary within a year,

*Note: Radio waves travel at the speed of light, and the Andromeda gala y is a distance of
2.2 million light-years from our Galaxy.
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III
MODERN DISCOVERIES IN GREATER DEPTH

In Subsection ILE, the exciting discoveries of modern extragalactic., astronomy were
introduced. However, to fully appreciate the fact that our universe is not merely empty
space through which galaxies are quietly promenading in accordance with Hubble's law of'
cosmic expansion, the reader must be exposed to the details of these modern findings. This
is the intent of Section Iii. The student will find that significantly more effort is required to
understand this new material.
A.

Extragalactic Radio Sources

Radio
t. is the study
ir universe throu_ I the "radio window
the
atmosphere. This window permits extraterrestrial electromagnetic radiation in the
wavelength range X 0.1 cm to 50 m to reach the Earth's surface unimpeded. Because the

radio signals arc very weak, large metallic "dishes" (hundreds of m across) are used to
collect and focus them (by reflection) upon exceedingly sensitive radio receivers. We call
this combination a radio telescope.

large aperture (diameter) is also necessary If the radio telescope is to achieve good
angular resolution -- that is, the ability to distinguish accurate direction and fine detail on
the sky. (We did not say 'iiight sky,- since radio telescopes operate both day and night.)
The wave-like nature of electromagnetic radiation places the following intrinsic limitation

upon the angular resolution, 0, or an electromagnetic detector of aperture a when the
radiation detected has wavelength A:
0

3500 (X/u) arc-minc

(The Glossary explains the meaning of the units of angular measure: arc-degree, arc-minute,
and arc-second.) The human eye is one such deteetor, with an angular resolution in visible

light of

I

arc-minute (the apparent size of an apple 350 m distant; 1/30th the angular

diameter of the Moota)c To attain this same rescilving power with a radio telescope operating
at X = 10 cm, howeveT, requires an aperture of 350 in!

In the decades since its humble beginning with Karl G. Jansky in 1931 -2, radio
astronomy has provided a wealth of knowledge concerning our Sun, the solar system, and
the structure and content of our Galaxy. However, since.tltis brochure addresses the more
distant extragalactic realm, this subject matter is not included.
The first extragalactk. radio source Cygnus A was discovered in 1946 as a localized
region of radio emission in the constellation Cygnus. By the early 1950's, many such radio
sources had been found using single radio telescopes. In 1953, the Magellanic C'Iouds (two
small companion galaxies to our Galaxy 170 000 light-years distant) were identified as weak
radio sources by scientists in Australia; soon thereafter the nearby ilndromeda galaxy was
"seen- at the wavelength X = 21 cm.
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Further understanding depended critically upon the identification of the c
part of each radio source. Single radio telescopes, however, provided radio S011ice
IS accurate to only several arc-minutes. Identification was sufficiently easy when a
large angular-diameter object
such as IV131
occurred at the position or the radio source,
but, in most cases, there were many optical candklates for each radio source. It was dearly
necessary to increase the radio angular resolution, and the solution came in the form of the
radio interferanicwr. In simple terms, this device mhnicks a huge radio telescope by utilizing
two (or more) widely separated "single-dish" radio telescopes joined together electrically.

'The effective aperture of the resulting instrument is the distance between the two radio
telescopes so connected. Hence, an angular resolution (and positional accuracy) or I
arc-second can be obtained for a separation of about 10 km.
Using such radio interferometers during the 1950's, radio astronom rs accumulated
enormous catalogs of precisely positioned radio sources. (A good exam )le is the Thiird
(Jambridge (England) caialogiw, wherein the 273rd source listed is designated 3C 273.) The
optical identifications which followed produced staggering results, Most "ordinary" galaxies
emit some radio radiation (like our own Galaxy), and, among large elliptical galaxies, about
one in 100 000 is an ultra-powerful radio galaxy (see below). In addition, large numbers of
weak (perhaps, very distant) radio sources were found to have no associated optical object.
In the 1960's, many of the "exploding" galaxies and quasars were discovered to be strong
radio sources
the next two subsections).

Radio galaxies resemble giant elliptical galaxies optically, but the radio radiation
associated with them is about 10 000 times stronger than the radio power of our Galaxy.
Many exhibit a "bright core" of radio emission centered on the nucleus of the galaxy, In
most cases, the radio sources are doubles as illustrated in figure 5 below (or Fornax .A
(Hale Observatories photograph) with the bulk of the radiation corning from a region Oa
either side of the optical, galaxy and_ separated by about 300 000 light-years. It is currently
thought,that the nucleus of a radio galaxy is a region or extraordinary violence, which in
some unknown way

powers its radio sources for periods of around 100 000 years. Beyottd

this, we are only confident that the radio emission itself is synchrotron radiation, that is,
radio waves emitted by electrons which are spiraling about in magnetic 'fields at relativistie
speeds (essentially the speed of light c). Finally, the largest radio source known is the double
source associated with the radio galaxy 3C 236, which, in late 1974, was found to span; .a
separation of 19 milliOn light-years.
B.

Violent Activity in Galaxies

Strong radio galaxies provided early indi ations that galactic nuclei can be g
Optical support for this idea was obtained from the giant elliptical galaxy
M87 (NGC 4486), a strong radio source in the nearby Virgo cluster of galaxies. For
example, a short-exposure, telescopic photograph revealed a luminous e t " emerging front
the nucleus

the galaxy (see Figure 7).

Such "nuclear violenc is not restricted to elliptical galaxies. Thirty years ago, Cirl
Seyfert discovered and classified a dozen Seyfert galaxies spiral galaxies with bri
active, star-like nuclei. Spectroscopy (and the Doppler Effect) reveals that hot gas is
expelled from Seyfert nuclei at speeds up to 1500 kin per s; radio telescopes show mai
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FORNAX A
NGC 1316

'50 KPC
Figure 5

Seylcrts to be strong radio sources, ln addition, we now know that Seylert nuclei (a ) are
ultra-strong emitters of infrared radiation, (b) vary in optical and radio brightness within a
nlbnth, and (c) can be responsible for vast explosions such as figure 6A shows in a recent
photograph (Kitt Peak National ObserNa tory) of the Seyfert NGC 1275. Most important,
Seyfert galaxies are far from rare: / percent of all spirals are SeyPrts!
Historically, the first clear evidence for an "exploding galaxy came in 1961, when
studies at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory identified the irregular galaxy M82
(NGC 3034) as a weak radio source. Figure 6B is an optical photograph (Hale Observatories)
of this nearby (10 nnilion light-years) galaxy, wherein we see the traces of a gigantic
explosion which occurred in the nucleus 1,5 million years ago
massive filaments of
excited hydrogen gas streaming out to 12 000 light-years from the galaxy's center at speeds
around 800 km per s! Today, it is thought by some extragalactic astronomers that M82
might be an active Seyfert galaxy seen almost edge-on (notice how similar the "explosions"
appear in figures 6A and 6B).
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Figure 6

It

B

is even possible that our Galaxy is "violent." Radio observati .ns of the galacti

center disclose large clouds of hydrogen gas moving away from the nucleus at about 100 kin

per s. This would imply a rather "weak" explosion, but is also possible that the Galaxy is
becoming a Sey ferL
C.

The Quasars

By 1960, extragahictic astronomers thought they bL sically understood the expanding
universe of galaxies. Only the detailed mechanisms for producing active galactic nuclei and
radio sources remained to be spelled out. However, in tate 1960, the strong radio source
3C 48 was identified with a "star" on telescopic photogaphs. Since this appeared to be the
first radio star ever discovered, its light was quickly analyzed spectroscopically. The result
was completely indecipherable
nothing like it had ever been seen before! The object was
ignated a quasi-stellar radio source (abbreviated QSRS), since it looked "star-like," Later,

popularized term "quasar" became fashionable. A quasar with no detectable radio
emission is called a quasi-stellar object

(00).

Early in 1963, a second radio source, 3C 273, was folind to he a quasar. But now, the
American astronomer, Maarten Schmidt, uncovered a vital clue: the light emitted by 3C 273
was red sh ifted by z

0.16. In the normal eontext of Hubble's law (Subsection 11E), this
object would be receding from us at 16 percent of the speed of light and would be 2 billion
light-years distant. Astronomers might easily have accepted this finding but for one fact: the
stellar image of 3C 273 appeared rather bright
at the cosmological distance implied by
Ilubble's law, this quasar would have to have been 100 times brighter than the brightest
galaxy ever observed. In addition, an optical "jet" was emerging from 3C 273, as indicated
in the (Hale Observatories) photograph shown as figure 7,
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Figure 7

For awhile, 3C 273 simply was regarded as an ex tremely bright version of the radio
galaxy N187. However, the quasar was read ily identified on old photographs spanning several

decades of time, and careful analysis socIn disclosed that it varied dramatically in optical
brightness in less than 10 years. This immediately implicit that most of the light came from
a region smaller than 10 light-years in &tin et er, sin co the far side o f a larger object could
not possibly coordinate its activity with the near side within 10 years (even at the speed of
light). Now extragalactic astronomers face a tremendous dilentrna . how can a violently
,

flue tuat ing "object" only I 0 ligh t-years in size be ein itting the light of I 00 large galaxies?

Today, more than 1000 quasars are known, and redshilts have been measured for
several hundred of them. We have good evidence DI' he existence of a quasar when a
star-Iiice optical image is associated with :a radio source, but we are certain it is a quasar
when the "star's" light is highly redshifteci, If quasar red shifts indicate cosmological
distances (via Hubble's hiw), quasars huve the following diaractersitics
(I)

(4)
(5)

They are brighter optically than the brightest galaxies.
They are even stronger hfrarect emitters than Sey fert galaxies.
As radio sources, they are indis tinguishable front strong radio ga d
They are ejecting hot gas at thousand s or kn per IS,

They can vary in brightness on tine scales froin years d vin to mo ths. Hence,
the "smallest" quasar emits Me bulk of its radiation from a region only a
light-month across (less than 1DO tines the size or the solar system).

Quasars tend to exhibit large redshi fts, 2. ks of mid-1 974, the largest redshift knowmi
3.53 for the quasar OQ I 72 (in the constellation BoOtes). For this object, light
emitted in the far ultraviolet (N,
1 500A) is observed on Lartli as red light (A,, b
was a
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0800 A But the Doppler Filed formula ul Subsectam
k clearly
rje)
inapplicable at such enormous redshilts, as it w mld imply that this nitiasar is receding from
us fitster than tir l! speed of light
a physical irnipussilirlity. Whenever
is no( small
compared to I. it is necessary to use the relativistic Doppler formula:

r1c=(2:. +

)1(2 + 2::

I

We recover the okl Doppler In rmula IS Itecomes smaller. and in no case duis r ever
c. For cxample, the quasar OQ 172 k receding from itur ( ialaxy
dhoti!
percent
1

oll';'1'11(1

speed 01 light.

Our brief discussion has only touched on the principal properties otloluilsans. Lvidently
they are very strange and wondrous objects. In fact, since the discovery of the quasars, some
ristronomers have seriously questioned whether Ilubble's law applies to them at all! Thus
arose the redshift controversy of the past decade. Most extragaloctic astronomers supported

the "standard" interpretation: that the redshifts arise from recession speeds which imply
mswwlogical distances. A vocal minority subscribed to "nonshondard- redshifts, which
generally had the effect of making the quasars nearby local" objects with unspectacular
properties

An early
nstanda
suggestion was that quasars are compact, luminous objects
ejected explosively from our Galaxy (or another nearby galaxy I ot relativistic speeds.
Another such school of thought maintained that quasars are physically associated with
nearby, large, spiral galaxies. To others it appeared that (a) there seem to be too many
I

quasars with redshifts very near = = 1,95, and (h) quasars appear randomly scattered on a
plot of rcdshift versus apparent brightness rtot at all in line with I lubble's law. Additional
evidence came in late 1973, when two quasars near the radio source 4C I 1.50 (in the
constellation Serpents) were found with very different redshifts
0.436 and
1.90
but separated by only 5 are-sevonds on the sky.

The points raised by the "nonstandard school

were very valuable in stimulating the

refined observations needed to show that quasars fit consistently within tlw standard
interpretation. That is. the reader can now (reasonably) safely assume that quasars are at
easmohNical clislanccs. AS more and more quasars were observed, it became energetically
unfeasible to eject them from ordinary g.alaxies, and the earlier apparent overabundance of
quasars near
1.95 disappeared. Also, no blueshifted quasar has ever !wen seen: in 1973,
the most promising candidate
the variable objeet BL Lacertae
was shown to be a
-=`.

redshifted quasar. Many of the strange associations" are readily interpreted LIS mere
coincidences in position on the sky. The year 1973 ended with the following four very
strong indications of the correctness of the cosmological (standard) interpretation
Several quasars were observed iii chwers (kl. galaxies with precisely the same
redshift ris the cluster galaxies.
It became apparent that all quasars are not "standard candles. However, it was
found that the most lumbious quasars have the swine intrinsic brightness and do
con
to Hubble 's
(3) Long-exposure photographs at the 508-cnr Palomar telescope revealed intrinsically
vk quasars to be the very brighl
Hje giant elliptical olaxics.
)
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(4f 0 tticallY variable quasars were seen to look "star-like" at flick
bright spots at the (enters of adive galaxies at their dininiot.

but like

liy combining all of these clues, we now believe that a quasar is simply inc ultra.pioicut
(lasting about a
years) Q/ /be MIC/Clis (if a /11(155frO galaxy
the point at which
that nucleus completely outshine'; the parent galaxy, ejects vast quantities of particles and
gas, and creates strong radio sources (in many cases). 1 11;1 iS, quasars NrC the brightest
members Or cliISS
obleets such as radio galaxies and Sey fells. In none of these eases do
Vo' yet eompletely undeistand /tow the nucletr; operates l'xnagalactic
astronomers or Ow
phasc

ttittiic 11111SI 11111allgie

D.

that mystery.

The Primeval Fireball?

When matter is rapidly squee I into ;I smaller volume, it gets hotter. If our universe is
presently expanding in aceordance with I lubble's law, it must have been sinaller and denser
in the past. Carry mg this idea back about 12 billion years, we would find that the universe
was so compressed and hot that it was dominated by a holocaust of intense radiation the
prThieral fireball
much like the fireball of :1 hydrogen homb. Decades ago, scientists
predicted that from such a fiery beginning the universe would expand, the fireball radiation

would cool, and, by today, the weak remanent radiation should he observed streaming
toward the Earth trom all sides.

Nevertheless, Arno A. Penzias and Robert W. Wilson of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, while studying weak radio static in 1965, were completely surprised when they
accidentally discovered micmwarc radiation bombarding the Earth uniformly from all
directions. By the end of the 1960's, this "cosmic microwave background radiation" was
determined to be uniform in direction to better than 3 parts in 10 000, and its intensity had
been measured at wavelengths from I mm to 21 em.

Since observations at mm wavelengths were extremely difficult to carry on t,
high-altitude balloons and rockets were used to get above the Earth's obscuring atmosphere.

Uncertainties prevailed for a time, and a variety of different theories were advanced to
explain the "cosmic radiation." Today, the discrepancies are resolved, and we know that we
are -seeing" Nadi/Jody radiation at a temperature of 2.7 degrces ;Ilisatute (that is, 2.7°
Centigrade above absolute zero, or -455° Fahrenheit). This is in perfect agreement with the
properties expected of the remnant radiation coining to us from the primeval fireball. flow
awesome it is to realize that we have such a direct view of the beginning of our universe!
(See Section IV.)
E.

X-Ray Sources Beyond Our Galaxy

An X-ray is cicctromagnetc radiation with a short wavelength, from X I A to 100 A.
Since there is no ."X-ray window" through the Earth's atmosphere, X-ray astronomy could
begin only around 1960 when sounding rockets and spacecraft first carried X-ray detectors
far above the atmosphere. Front the start, our Sun was found to be a bright and complex

X-ray source. After 1962, several point sources of X-rays, such as Sco X-1 (in the

constellation Scorpius) and the Crab Nebula (in Taurus), were discerned in our Galaxy.
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II was not until December 197( ) that NASA launched the first X-ra san'llitc,H11111ZU

(pronounced -oo-hoo-roo-), for the express purpose of mapping the "X-ray sky." As a
result, we pi esontly know of nu)rc than 100 X-ray sources, and many of them are identified
with optical objects. Many of these sources reside nearby, in the disk of our Galaxy (see
Subsection 11.A.), and they are associated with objects such 3ti the hot remnants of exploded
stars (supernovae) and the weird "X-ray stars." The remainder.iire extragalactic.

Extragalactic X-ral: as/mum/II: iti only about firc rcary rild. Already, NASA satellites
ve "seen" quasars, active galaxies, clusters of galaxies, and our universe. The observed
X-ray sources beyond our Galaxy are of three types:
( I

I Strong pond sources associated with actirc objects, such as quasars

273),

Seyfert galaxies (NG( I 275), and radio gidaxies (1187).

(2) Distributed sources identified with the centers of nearby large clusters of ,Qalaxies,
such as Virgo and Coma. These X-ray-emitting regions are several million light-years in size,
and they are generally believed to consist of extremely hot gas (around 10 million degrees).

The gas is excited and heated either by a few "violent" galaxies in the clusters or by the
rapid orbital motions of all the cluster galaxies (see Subsection III.G.).

(3) The low-intensity X-ray background from the universe, which comes toward the
Earth uniformly from all directions. (This "cosmic X-radiation is a complicated subject,
and we lack space to discuss it properly here.)
F.

Faster Than the Speed of Light?

During the 1960's, man!' active extragalactic objects
such as quasars, Seylert
galaxies, and radio galaxies were found to vary in both optical and radio brightness. These
variations correspond to repeated, violent "eruptions" in the nuclei of massive galaxies in
regions about 1 light-year in size. To improve their understanding, extragalactic astronomers
wanted to "see" these tiny structures directly, but the task was extremely difficult SinCe
light-year at a distance of billion light-years spans an angular diameter of only UCH
arc-second (the apparent size of an apple 100 000 km away). Optical telescopes were
1

useless, since their best angular resolution is about
turned to radio astronomy for the solution.

I

arc-second. Consequently, astronomers

The problem was solved with ieri'-lung-ha.s'clinc radio uuterfrro,ictrv (VLBI). Radio
interferometers (see Subsection III.A.) with huge aperatures were constructed by recording
the radio signals at two independent radio telescopes
each with its-own atomic clock
le to one part in a trillion). The two separate records were then synchronized and
processed in an electronic computer Which became, in effect, an "intercontinental radio
interferometer." Beginning in 1967 with an aperture of 10 km (angular resolution of 3
arc-seconds), such VLBI "devices" by the early 1970's had been improved to span the

diameter of the Earth giving angular resolutions of 0.0005 are-second).

With such instruments, extragalactic astronomers verified the th
iction" in v olent
galactic nuclei was indeed occurring in volumes about one light-year in size. But a much
more spectacular discovery occurred in early 1971 , when the quasar 3C 279 was scrutinized

using VLB1 between California and Massachusetts. A doubt(' radio MJLU(C only 0.00'2
arc-second in size was found in the heart of the quasar, and, within 120 days, the two radio
components were -seen- to move apart by about 0.00014 arc-second. At the distance
implied by the redshift of 3C 279, this observation seemed to imply that the radio
components were separated at 10 tinws tile speed of light. Since then, other quasars
(3( 273), Sey fort galaxies, and radio galaxies have been observed to exhibit similarly
"impossible- behavior nuclear radio sources separating,faster than twice the speed of light
(as "seen" on the plane of the sl;.) or 2c, (According to the theory of relativity, material
objects cannot move faster than light speed = e so two bodies cannot appear to separate
faster than 2c.1

Scientists were able to develop only two simple solutions to the "unthinkable
dilemma" caused by these findings. The first was to hring the radio sources much closer to
us than the distances indicated by the observed redshifts of the parlit objects. However, if
implemented, this solution would have reintroduced "intrinsic" redshifts not only for the
quasars (which many people might have accepted), but also for rather "normal" galaxies
and the entire edifice or standard extragalactic astronomy would have crumbled before our
eyes! Fortunately, a second easily understood and readily acceptable solution was proposed
in the form of the Cliristinas Tree Model. Imagine a galactic nucleus with several variable
radio sources in it flickering on and off independently like the lights of a Christmas tree.
Since VLB1 gives us 'only a "fuzzy" view of the galactic nucleus, we might believe that we
were "seeing" a double radio source expanding faster than the speed of light when this
"flickering" occurred in the sequence illustrated in figure 8 below. (Sources and 2 are
"on" at first, then 2 dims, and 3 conics "on" slowly.) The straightforward model can also
accommodate contracting and rotating "double sources" which seem to move at arbitrary
speeds. We presently believe that this theory adequately explains the observations.
1
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Figure 8
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G.

Galaxies With

Radio Tails"

Let us end SectiJn III with

:I

i()

astI1noIilIcul

shorl story, which ties loge her

active (radio) galaxies, large elusters itt galaxies. and the gas permeating such clusters. See
Suhsection (ILL)

To map out the radio structure or a portion of the sky, we may observe it for several
days with radio interferometer,
(he effective aperture (spacing) each day. This
procedure, called aperture synthesis, -synthesizes the 11111 dish of a large radio telescope"
and can produce the equivalent of a radio photugraph of the region surveyed.
11

Using this technique, British radio astronomers in 1968 studied the Perseus cluster of
galaxies. They discovered two gakixies
NGC 1265 and IC 310
with "radio tails"
pointing away from the nearby, active Scyfert galaxy, NGC 1275. By 1971, such radio tails

had been observed in two other clusters ol" galaxies. An early explanation of this
phenomenon was that the most active galaxy in each cluster was exciting the gas in other
galaxies to radiate at radio wavelengths and Ma Wing this gas out to form the radio tails. (An
excellent optical analogue is this: Our Sun causes comets to glow und produces their tails.)

This theory proved untenabk, however, when, in mid-I 972, radio astronomers in
Holland reobserved the Perseus cluster using aperture synthesis techniques. With greater
sensitivity and better angular resolution (30 arc-seconds), they found a galaxy whose radio
tail pointed toward NGC 1275! In addition, they produced a radio photograph of the radio
source 3C 129, showing a galaxy with a helical (corkscrew) radio tail extending a million
light-years behind
and the "tail"' consisted of pairs of radio sources (similar to beads on
two strings)!

Today, we believe that the following picture consistently eKplains all of these results:
the interior of a large cluster of galaxies contains much gas and galaxies orbiting around at
speeds approaching 1500 km per s, Suppose that one of these galaxies were to develop an
active nucleus and "eject" double radio sources. These radio-emitting "clouds" would lag
behatd the galaxy, since they are slowed by the intracluster gas, A sequence of active phases
would result in a radio tail of "glowing" radio sources behind the galaxy, tracing out the
galaxy's orbital path through the cluster.

ADVANCED EXERCISES FOR STUDENTS

Class Activities:
1.

Most major universities have radio telcscojws nearby. Takc. 1 field trip to a radio
telescope installation and view as much oLthe instrumentation as possible. Talk with the
local "radio astronomers" and learn about the output of their observations.

2.

if you can, arrange to visit one of the sites of NASA
the National Aeronau iL. and
Space Administration. Become familiar with its spacecraft and the types of instruments
which are sent above the Earth's atmosphere to detect various forms of electromagnetic
radiation. (If this is unfeasible, you can learn of the Administration's activities and
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by writing h. r
such as MO, the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
inforintition to: Federal Clearing llouse for Scientific :Ind Technicil InformtuMil, 5285
satellites

Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22 1 5 1.)

Review with your class how the -Christmas I rC(..' Nlodel" of figure 8 works. 'Hien, give
stud( ins the iask of drasving such a "Christmas Free Model- tor ciich of the following
thice radio source behaviors: tat A `Vouhle" source "contracts" t(1 half its previous
,epaidtiou, th I A -floHIll
iii I
ii
clo-hvise through an ;lurk. ol
i
I

Irlgltcs

IL.) A -double" source "expands." then "rotates" through

arc-degrees

while continunig to eNPaud, dnd finally rotates 15 are-degrees more while contracting
signil Wan tiy.

Questions With Answer

al: Why would iadio ,istronomers be upset

he
ivetlinient
"radio- trtinsiiiislons in the centimeter-wtiveleng.th band?

'muted commer i

1

Al: Radio telescopes Operate at these wavelengths, and they AR' 50 fantastically sensitive
th d such commercial Iransmissions would overwhelm them.
02: Name at least three ditierent types of violent extragalactic event.

A2: Radio galaxies (3C 25

.jets from galactic nuclei (M87), explodin , galaxies (M82),

Seyl'ert gaLixies (NG( 1 275), :Hid quasars (.3( 273).

03: If the light emitted by a certain quasar at a given wavelength is observed to arrive at
twice that wavelength, what is the quasar's reds/i/ft and how Firl is it rece(lin.q from us
(on the Doppler interpretation)?
1.0.
-(
(2 + I )/(2 + 2 ± 1 ) 3/5 0.6. The icdshitt is
one, and the recession sj LII is 60 pacent of e or 1 80 000 km per s.

A3: Redshilt =

04: How woukl you interpR a -radio tail- appearing as two long streams of radio sources,
wound around in corkscrew fashion, and gently curving into space'?

A4: A mtating radio galaxy has periodically ejected double radio sources while plowing
through the intrticluster gtis of ti cluster of galaxies on a curved trtiject ry. (Visualize ti
stunt airplane, emitting synchronized puffs of smoke from its wingtips while
performing an arching "barrel roll!'")

IV
THE "CONVENTIONAL" STORY OF COSMOLOGY

preceding pages we have related the historical development nt ex traga lac tic
astr momy, and we have briefly described the important, recent findings of this young
In

science_ So that the reader may understand the broad eon text within which the "pie
cx tragalactic astronomy fit, let us here summari4e our discussion in two ways- (1) we place
the contents of the universe in their proper locations in space, and (2) we describe the
evolution of our universe in time from its "beginning" lo the present (lily.

Our tiny Earth orbits the nearby Sun, a star typical of thi., 100 billion s ars which
comprise Our spiral Galaxy. The Andromeda galaxy, about 2 million light-years away, is the
nearest large galaxy. This pair of spiral galaxies dominates our Local Group of about two
dozen galaxies. The Local Group lies near one edge of the rich Virgo Cluster of galaxies,
whose center is 40 million light-years distant (in the constellation Virgo). Space is rather
uniformly filled with such clusters of galaxies, out to at least 5 billion light-years the
farthest that ordinary galaxies can be seen with optical telesopes. Approximately 10 billion
galaxies are visible to us. And the entire universe of clusters of galaxies is expanding in

accordance with Hubble's law.

The basic "building blocks" of the universe are galaxies and clusters thereof. In some
nearby clusters, hot gas has been detected at radio and X-ray wavelengths, Galaxies are
enormous, and so, tend to change slowly on time-scales of hundreds of millions of years
But extraordinarily rapid and violent activity is exhibited by the compact nuclei (centers) of
many galaxies. Symptoms of this behavior are evident in "exploding" galaxies, Seyfert
galaxies, radio galaxies, and the quasars. Quasars are the brightest objects in the universe, and
they are visible almost out to the "edge" about 12 billion light-years distant where
some arc seen receding at nearly the speed of light.
.

Since we view the universe with "light (electromagnetic adiation), space and dine are
inextricably linked together by the speed of light, Today, we see the Andromeda galaxy as it

was 2 million years ago, for its light takes nat long to travel the 2 million light-years
separating us. The farther out we peer, the further into the past we are bound to see. A
quasar redshifted by z
is seen as it was when the light left it 8 billion years ago. The
farthest that we can possibly see
the "edge"
corresponds to the beginning or the
I

universe,

By tracing the Hubble expansion of our univer e backward in time, we deduce that
universe "began" around 12 billion yea.s aeo. The Big-Bung Theon), which follows, provides
a consistent and believable picture of its subsequent evolution. (It would be too dogmatic to
insist that this theory is valid, but it is the best model we have today and is generally
accepted by extragalactic astronomers.)

Starting as an incredibly small, dense, and hot primeval fireball of radiation, the
universe rapidly expanded and cooled. About half a million years after the beginning, this
radiation weakened sufficiently that protons and electrons could bind together to form
27
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neutral hydorgen. This "decoupling" marked the beginning of ;,.alavy forma
1, as the gas
hegan to clump ou t into dense clouds due to sell-gravitation. Yot about half a billion years,
the clouds continued tu i. Ilapse, and multitudes of stars formed
the galaxies were born!
The remnant radiation from the primeval fireball cooled down to become the 2.7-degreeAbsolute blackbody radiation which we detect today at cm wavelengths. Soon after large
galaxies formed, activity (somehow) ignited in their nuclei; strong quas irs and radio sources
began to appear. Today. the closest evidence of this cataclysmic violence is provided by the
nearby ("fecble-) Seyfert galaxies. Ione passed, stars died, and new stars Iormed (ruin the
gas and dust in the plaxies.

A critically inn ortant event took place in our Galaxy 4. (, bilIkm years ago. The Sun
formed. and with it, the Earth. Life arose in the warm waters of the C.arth about 3.5 billion
years ago, and the steady workings of evolution led inexorably to Man a few million years
ago, The recorded history of civilization spans about 5000 years, while science, as we know
it, is 400 years old. Extragalactic astronomy appeared on the scene only within the last
century, and the story which we have related in this unit was hardly dreamt of at the
beginning of the 20th cen tun Our knowledge of the universe beyond our Galaxy has come
within a single lifetime. How fortunate we are to live at this time in history...
.

FINAL EXERCISES FOR STU ENTS

Class Activities:
1.

If you arc_ near an optici tele
arrange for your class to visit it one
night. View the telescopes and their accessory equipment. Talk with the "astronomers"
there. A talk and/or slide show on extragalactic astronomy might also be arranged. (If
this is not possible, or in addition, visit your local planetarium to view the exhibits and
hear a lecture on some aspect of extragalactic astronomy)

2.

Obtain a spherical "weather" balloon (maximum expanded diameter about 2 meters)
and paste or paint "dots" on the surface when it is half expanded. The "dots' represent
galaxies, so do not crowd them too much. When the "dots" are uniformly scattered on
the surface (which represents space), the balloon will represent a model of the universe.
Mark long pieces of string, so that they can be used as "flexible meter sticks" on the
balloon's surface. Distinguish one "dot" as our Galaxy (paint it red?). When the balloon

is small, have the students measure (and record) the "distance" from our Galaxy to
several (all?) other "galaxies." Then, expand the balloon significantly and repeat the
experiment. The students should then compute the increase in distances to each
"galaxy" caused by the expansion and plot each result versus the average distance on a
linear graph, A straight line
Rubble's law
should result. (Some students might also
measure all of the "distances" between all of the ,"galaxies" eich time in order to prove
that all "dots" recede from each other when the balloon expands.)
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Questions with Answers:

Ql: Knowing that Ilubb
the value of T

eonsta
101 in years?

= 70 (km

million light-years) what is

Al: T = 1/20 (km per s) per (million light-years)
= (300 000 km per s) x (1 million light-years)/20 km per s
= 15 000 000 000 years = 15 billion years.
I fence, T (the "Hubble time") is approximately the age of our LIUIVLI se!

02: If we model the distance to the Andromeda galaxy as one in, how far Ironi our Galaxy
would we find (a) the quasar 3C 273, (b) the most distant galaxy known (3C 295, with
z = 0.46), and (c) the "edge" of the Universe?

A2: (a) 1 km, (b) about 2,5 km and (c) about 7 km.

03: If the "visible edge" of the universe corresponds to its beginning, what would you
expect to "see" beyond the "edge"?
13: Those events pieceding the beginning of the universe, if there were any!
Q4:

Using Hubble's law, r = lid, calculate the general distance to the "edge" of the
universe.

A4: Nothing travels faster than light, so let us set i?

C. Then we find: d
cT = 15 billion light-years, from Problem 1 above.
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Angstrom Unit a small unit of length equ 1 to 1/100 000 000 or 1 0' em, used to measure
wavelengths of optical light and X-rays.

angular resolution the smallest angle on the sky that can he discerned as a structured by a
detector of electromagnetic radiation.
aperture-- the diameter of the collecting surface of a telescope.

aperture synthesis the use of variable-aperture radio interferon ieter to ininiick the "
dish" of a huge equivalent radio telescope.

a unit of angle equal to 1/360th of a complete circle.

arc-minu te a unit of angle equal to 1, 21 600th of a complete circle
arc-degree).

also I /60th

arc-seCond a unit of angle equal to 1/60th arc-minut

big-bang the "explosion" which. began our untvLrse ilso, the name of the stand ard theory
of the evolution of our expanding universe.

blackbody a perfect, thermal ("hot") radiator of electromagnetic radiation.
blueshift when a given emitted wavelength of radiation is observed as a shorter wavelength:
generally caused by relative motion ot source and observer.

anti a prefix meaning one Iwndredth; 1 cm equals 1/100th rn.
Cepheid variable a giant star which pulsates periodically in brightness.

Christmas tree model the theory of nuclear radio sources whereby independent variable
sources produce "apparent motions" in active galactic nuclei,

cluster.of galaxies two to 10 000 galaxies physically grouped in space.

color the human eye's response to different wavelengths of visible light.

comet a dirty-ice "rock" orbiting in the solar system which the Sun Causes to vaporize,
glow visibly, and stream out a long, luminous tail.

constellation the easily identifiable configuration of the brightest visible stats in
moderately small region of the night sky.

a

cosmological interpretation the viewpoint that a redshift implies a distance according to
Hubble's law; the redshift is not "intrinsic" to the source,

cosmology the study of the content, structure, and evolution of the universe.
degree absolute a "Centigrade" temperature scale beginning at absolute zero; water freezes
at 273 degrees Absolute and boils at 373 degrees Absolute.
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Doppler effect whereby radiation )f a given emi. ed wavelength is caused to be observed
at a different wavelength due to the relative motion of the source and the observer
along the line joining them .

electromagnetic radiation a mutual dis urbance of electric and magnetic fields which
_

travels through a vacuum at the speed or light.
galactic-__ farther than 100 000 light-years; beyond our galaxy.

iterrestrial beyond the top of the Earth's atmosphere.
gaiL

y-- a stellar system of from I 000 000 to 1 000 000 000 000 stars; our own such
system is cap talized (GaluxY) and all others are lower-case (galaxy),

gamma ray energetic electromagnetic radiation of very short wavele

h (1--- than

1

Angstro

globular cluster a compact cluster of about one million stars orbiting a galaxy.

liubble's law= the statement that the redshifts of' extragalactic objects are dire
propOrtional to their distances from us.

infrared oPtical electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength range from 7000 A to 0.01
cm; We call part of this range "heat."

lenticular refers to the 50 galaxies, which look like a "lens" seen

on.

light-- the common term for visible electromagnetic radiation,

light-month th- distance light travels in one month; 1 000 000 000 000 km.

light-year the distance light travels in one Earth-year (abbreviated

1

yr); approximately

10 000 000 000 000 km.

local group the small grouping of about

of which our Galaxy and the

Andromeda galaxy are the dominant members.

Magellanic clouds the two dwarf galaxies closest to our Ga_
easily visible to the naked eye from the southern hemisphere.
Illc

y

70 POO lig -years);

wave an alternate terrn for radio waves of cm waveleng th.

Milky 'Way a diffuse band of light circling the heavens; the plane of our Galaxy as seen
from Earth; another name for our Galaxy.

nebula Latin for "Cloud" (plural is nebulae); any of the thousands of diffuse patches of
light seen telescopically on the night sky; a luminous cloud of gas or dust in our
Galaxy; a galaxy before about 1925 A.D.

Latin for "new' (plural is novae ); usually applied to a star which "explo
suddenly becomes readily visible in the night sky.

nucleus= the very comPact center of a galaxy, where "activity" can occur.
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and

optical telescope- a device for collecting and focusing optical light
curved mirrors.

sing glass lenses and

primeval fireball the holocaust of radiation dominating the early sta
Our universe; seen today as "cosmic microwave radiation"

he expansion of

quasar-- a star-like optical object (in appearance), whoSe light is very highly reclshifted ;
believed to be a super-violent galactic nucleus.

quasi-stellar literally, "appearing star-like". another name for quasar,
radio - weak electromagnetic radiation with long wavelengths (greater than 0,01 cm).

radio galaxy an optical galaxy (usually ellip .al) producing strong rac io sources in its
vicinity.

dio interferometer two or more individual nu.
the angular resolution of a larger "radio telescope
radio

_omed elL rically to mimick

irce a localized region of the sky fro n which ra io waves ar

radio tail the long tail-like" radio source trailing some radio galaxies,
radio telescope a large, metallic device which collects and focuses radio waves onto a
sensitive radio receiver; the "dish" is usually "stecrable,"

redshift when a given, emitted wavelength of radiation is observed as a longer waveleng th,

redshift controversy the recent debate concerning the interpretation of the meaning of
extragalactic redshifts; whether redshilts indicate cosmological dis ances via Hubble's
law or are "intrinsic" to their sources,
relativistic moving at speeds approaching the speed of light.

Seyfert galaxy a "spiral" galaxy whose nucleus is active, star-like, and ve y b

and

from which spectroscopy indicates rapid gas outflow,

speed of light the propagation speed of electromagnetic radiation in a vacuum;

_

300 000 km per S.
s

roscopy the physical science whereby the "colors of light are separated, their
relative intensities measured, and the result interpreted in terms of the physical
properties of the sources of light.

standard-candle denoting a class or objects, all with the same intrinsic bri

ar a massive 'ball' of hot, luminous gas; similar to our Sun.
supercluster a larger grouping of clusters of galaxies.

supernova the brightest and most violent exploding stars (plural is supernovae).

synchrotron radiation the electromagnetic radiation emitted by relativistic charged
particles (usually electrons) spiraling in a magnetic field,

ultraviolet moderately energetic electroiiiagtietic radiation with wavelengths fr m 100 A
to 4000 A.
univer

everything that was, is, or will he in spa - -nd time

\UM means "very-long-baseline radio intetfero try"; when an enormous radio interferometer is created by separately recording radio waves at two radio telescopes and
_

bringing the records together at a computer for analysis.

wavelength the distance between sue -essive crests

or

valleys or a travelling wave

phenomenon.

window those wavelength bands at which the Earth'3 atmosphere is essentially transparent
to electromagnetic radiation optical and radio,
X-ray

energetic electromagnetic radiation with wavel ngths from I A to 100 A.

X-ray sour

a localized region of the sky from which X-rays are detected.

zone of avoidance essentially the band of the Milky Way on the sky; where our Galaxy
obscures extragalactic objects due to the gas and dust in its plane.
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ACROSS:

1. Radiation with wavelengths just shorter than those of visible light.

2. Our Galaxy is thought to be a -galaxy.
3. The generally accepted theory of our expanding universe.

4. A radio galaxy is optically an_(oval) galaxy.
5. The universe of galaxies expands in accordance with Hubble's

6. Our Sun resides in the Milky Way_
7. The nearest large cluster of galaxies is in the constellation

_

_.

8. Abbreviation for "intercontinental" radio interferometry.
9. A_ galaxy has a bright, star-like, active nucleus.
10. The "window" opened by Jansky in 1931-2.

11. M101 is one of the_ objects.
12. Everything in space and time.
13. Common name for OSRS or OSO
14. Unit of length for describing light waves and atoms.
15. He showed the "nebulae" to be galaxies in extragalactic space.
DOWN:

16. In some clusters a radio galaxy is followed by a radio17. The nearest galaxies in the Local Group are the_ Clouds.
18, From M87 and 3C 273 there emerges a strange optical
19. The distance between adjacent "crests" of a travelling wave.
20. A light ray goes this far in vacuum in one Earth-year.

.

21. Due to relative motion, the_Effect changes wavelengths of light.
22. The UHURU satellite found many- sources.
23. He discovered the expansion of our universe.

24. A galaxy is held together by the_of its stars.
25. M31 is commonly known as the
-_ galaxy.
26. Abbreviation for galaxies in the New General Catalogue.

27. The Christmas_Model accounts for "faster than light" radio
28 The standard abbreviation for an irregular galaxy, like M82

(4.) The light from quasars suffeis a large red_
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sources.

